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TANZANIA

Introduction

This paper reports the results of archaeologi-
cal field research conducted in Pito division in
Sumbawanga district, southwest Tanzania (Figure 1).
The main objective of the research was to survey
and record traditional iron bloom refining sites with
an aim to establish field identification criteria for such
sites based on their material properties. The need to
examine refining materials is related to the fact that
published ethnoarchaeological works affirm the pres-
ence of traditional bloom refining technology in cen-
tral and east Africa. However, little is known on how
to identify refining sites in the field. This study took
place between August and September 2009, as part
of summer field school training that was organised
by the Archaeology Unit, University of Dar es Sa-
laam.  It is interesting that fieldwork walkover sur-
veys conducted with the aid of informants led to the
discovery of many refining sites in nine areas and
included ore sources, smelting and smithing sites.
Smithing sites are different from smelting sites based
on their material composition, slag morphology, lo-
cation in relation to primary smelting sites, and other
physical attributes. Smithing sites have grey-col-
oured slags, with almost all the refinery slags pos-
sessing flow or tape textures, and smelting sites are
composed of blocky and rough slags with colours
ranging from reddish-brown to grey. This paper ar-
gues that it is possible to distinguish refinery slag
from smelting and smithing slags in the field because
these processes are technologically and function-
ally different. It is important to give due weight to the
role of matrix, provenience, and time while ascertain-
ing these slag categories. The following section re-
views literature related to refining technology.

Ethnoarchaeological Background
Information

Traditional African ironworking varies greatly
in both cultural and technological facets. While some
societies may have practised a two-staged
ironworking process namely smelting and smithing
(Childs 1996; Sutton 1985), others practised a three-
staged process, which included a refining process
between smelting and smithing (Barndon 1996). Al-
though it appears that the former technological style
was practised across sub-Saharan Africa, the latter is
uniquely encountered in central and eastern African
countries including Tanzania, Democratic Republic
of Congo (DRC), Malawi, and Zambia. The following
section discusses information published on bloom
refining technology in these countries.

One of the earliest colonial ethnographic re-
ports mentioning the presence of a three staged
ironworking process was written by Greig (1937) on
Fipa iron smelting. This report was later complimented
with supplementary notes by Wise (1958). They both
report that Fipa ironworking involved three separate
stages: smelting the ore in tall induced furnaces, re-
fining the bloom in small forced-furnaces, and
smithing the iron into implements (Greig 1937:79; Wise
1958:110). For example, while Greig (1937:79) writes,
“at the end of another day the kiln (the tall furnace)
has burnt out, and after it has cooled the iron is sorted
out from among the ashes. This iron still contains a
great deal of impurity and has to be treated further in
a miniature blast furnace”, Wembah-Rashid confirms
“exactly there are three stages: the kiln stage (or smelt-
ing stage, own translation), the blast furnace (or re-
fining stage, own translation) and the smithing stage
(1969:66).  Post independence, Fipa ironworking tech-
nology continued to receive attention from both eth-
nographers and archaeologists in publications in-
cluding those by Wembah-Rashid (1969:66),
Mapunda (1995a, 1995b:50), and Barndon (1992, 1996,
2004). These studies affirm that Fipa ironworking was
a three-staged technology and that it was an inher-
ited technology whereby experts teach others, espe-
cially their children. Also, no one will presume to try
his hand at the technology unless he is an accredited
craftsman (Greig 1937:1). Similar tradition to Fipa tech-
nology was practised by the Nyiha of Mbozi in
Mbeya Region (Brock 1963:98) in southern Tanzania.
Outside Tanzania there are ethnographic examples of
this technology among the Tabwa in east DRC
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(Mapunda 1995a), the Lungu and Kaonde in north-
ern Zambia (Chaplin 1961:54, 58), and the Phoka and
Chewa of northern Malawi (Davison and Mosley
1988:77; Phillipson 1968:102).

This second stage in the ironworking chaîne
opératoire was usually situated next to tall smelting
furnaces, also called Malungu (or Ilungu, sing.) for
convenience reasons because the material to be re-
fined in miniature furnaces was the bloom from smelt-
ing furnaces (Mapunda 1995b). Nevertheless, it is
vital to note that early travellers and missionaries in
Tanzania claim “miniature furnaces were built near or
in a village” (Greig 1937:79). Unlike the primary fur-
naces, refining furnaces were bellows-operated us-
ing three draught holes (Barndon 1996; Greig 1937;
Phillipson 1968), almost cylindrical in shape with
height ranging from 30 to 45.72 cm (Greig 1937; Wise

1958). They were always built on a sloping area: a
small funnel-shaped channel was dug in front of the
furnace that allowed the slag to flow away down the
slope (Greig 1937; Wise 1958).

While Davison and Mosley (1988) suggested
that no taboos were attached to the secondary refin-
ing process, Fipa refining furnaces had anthropo-
morphic attributes of a woman and they incorporated
the ritual use of medicinal barks from different tree
species, animal bones, and white juice (Barndon 1996).
Because the culture of traditional ironworking is rap-
idly disappearing or has completely gone in some
societies, we may need to rely on metallurgical re-
mains analysis to support or to refute the validity of
the existing ethnographic information. However, this
should remain one of the future tasks in archaeo-
metallurgy.

Figure 1:  Ufipa Research Area (adapted from Barndon 2004).
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The linguistic terminology for refining furnaces
is more or less similar throughout the malungu zone
(Davison and Mosley 1988; Mapunda 1995b). For
example, they are called vintengwe in the Fipa lan-
guage or shitengwi in the Nyiha language in Tanza-
nia, vitengwa in the Chewa language (Phillipson
1968:102) or kathegu or vintengwe in the Phoka lan-
guage (Davison and Mosley 1988). Yet in English
they are referred to as secondary smelting furnaces
(Davison and Mosley 1988; Phillipson 1968;
Wembah-Rashid 1969) or miniature furnaces (e.g.
Greig 1937). Because the tall smelting furnaces in this
part of Africa are generally called malungu, I suggest
that this refining technology be referred to as
vintengwe technology (or kintengwe, sing.) and prob-
ably not a “Tanganyika-Nyasa Corridor tradition” (e.g.
Barndon 1992, 1996; Davison and Mosley 1988) be-
cause the former nomenclature refers to both
malungu and vintengwe technologies.

Based on the above reviewed literature, it is
worth pointing out that extensive published informa-
tion on refining technology is basically ethnographic
information. With the exception of Mapunda (1995b),
who points out that the presence of refining sites in
Nkansi district, very little has been done in terms of
field surveying with the view to locate, document
and comprehend refinery sites and slags. This field
research focused on this academic knowledge gap,

and aimed at discovering refining sites with the view
to verify the available ethnographic data based on
remains of the technology.

Field Methods

The field research was essentially part of field
school training in archaeology. I worked and super-
vised 34 undergraduate students (Figure 2) from the
Archaeology and History Department of the College
of Arts and Social Sciences. As part of fieldschool
training this research aimed at introducing students
in archaeology to survey methods. After a three week
survey orientation exercise, it was possible to sur-
vey methodically nine villages (see results section)
in rural Sumbawanga with the view to discover
ironworking sites with an emphasis on refining sites.

Identification and sampling of the areas to sur-
vey was assisted by local village governments and
key informants, such as Mzee Meneja, who partici-
pated in traditional ironworking in Fipaland and who
continue to practice modern iron smithing activities.
Some of the informants took us to areas where the
smelting and refining technologies took place. Physi-
cal observation of the materials was conducted in
these areas. We continued with walkover survey on
a non-random basis because all smelting and refin-
ing sites were located on ant-hills.

Figure 2:  A group photo of students with villagers in Sumbawanga.
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Table 1:  Mkumbi sites.

Table 2:  Chulu River sites.
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The surface survey was coupled with sites lo-
cation readings via GPS with approximately accuracy
of three metres. All readings will be processed soon
to produce contour maps of the sites showing the
position of refining sites in relation to smelting sites.
Surprisingly, the three week survey led to discovery
or documentation of many refining and smelting sites
including smithing and iron ore source sites. Based
on the discoveries of several still standing smelting
furnaces, we thought that it was critical to conduct a
public talk with villages for the protection of such
historical heritage. There is a need to increase public

awareness of cultural resources in the region. The
following section presents the field results of this
study.

Results

This section describes the major findings of
the field research. The results are summarized in Ta-
bles 1 to 8, and if the Wanzale ore site is added to this
list then there are a total of nine surveyed areas. Each
of the tables has six columns: site name (or number),
site type (or process), site location in latitudes and

Table 3:  Kamafupa sites.
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longitudes, site area in m2, materials recovered, and
names of the discoverer of the site. However, note-
worthy is the fact that general observation in the
field shows that smelting slags include blocky slags,
cake slags, rough and oxidized slags, and these are
quite different from refining slags that are clearly flow
or tape slags that include very few cake slags.

Table 1 presents a total of seven smelting and
five refining sites from Mkumbi historical village.
While smelting site areas range from 200 m2 to 803 m2,
area of refining sites range from 50 m2 to 200 m2. Table
2 presents a total of eight smelting, one refining and
one smithing site from the Chulu River area. The smelt-
ing area ranges from 45 m2 to 346 m2. Refining site
areas of 359 m2 is relatively bigger than smithing site
areas of 78 m2. Table 3 presents a total of ten smelting
and seven refining sites from Kamafupa sub-village.
While smelting site areas range from 171 m2 to 1256
m2, areas of refining sites range from 63 m2 to 216 m2.
We discovered a total of four smelting and nine refin-
ing sites from Nangesu sub-village (Table 4). The
smelting site areas range from 206 m2 to 400 m2 and
the area of refining sites range from 113 m2 to 660 m2.

Tupa is named after a zebra (Equus burchellii)
which was found dead in that particular area. We
were able to discover a total of 33 smelting and 16
refining sites respectively in this area as well as one
ore quarrying site depression with an area of 907 m2

(Table 5a and 5b). While smelting site areas range
from 63 m2 to 1133 m2, the area of refining sites range
from 60 m2 to 1074 m2. Table 6 presents a total of ten
smelting, three refining, and one smithing site recov-
ered from Nantula sub-village. We measured smelt-
ing site areas and found these to range from 84 m2 to
530 m2. The area of refining sites ranged from 78 m2 to
314 m2 and the smithing site has an area of 78 m2.

While Malonje is an iron ore site as well as a
refining site (Table 7), Namatanda is an iron ore site
as well as a smelting site (Table 8). The two sites of
Malonje measure 1256 m2 and 153 m2 respectively
whereas the sites of Namatanda measure 1017 m2 and
78 m2 respectively. Initially these two areas were
known to be solely iron ores sites. Lastly, Wanzale
ore site was mentioned by informants, in particular
Mzee Meneja. We visited it and verified that it was
an iron ore site. It is located at latitude S (80 06.540’)
and longitude E (310 40.081’) and measured an area of
1808 m2. The following section interprets these re-
sults in relation to the research problem.

Discussion

There are several points to learn from this study.
First, GPS locations can be used to suggest that
vintengwe furnaces were situated next to malungu
furnaces. Based on Mkumbi site mapping, which was

Table 4:  Nangesu sites.
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done by GPS and a total station, refining sites are
located between 15 m and 36 m from smelting sites.
This distance can be used to support what Wise
(1958:110) reported about fifty years ago that
vintengwe were built in front of malungu. Although
there is no evidence to make a direct association of
refining sites to specific smelting sites, it is more likely
that the closer the kintengwe to ilungu, the greater
is the possibility that the two furnaces have been
used by the same smelters. However, direct associa-
tion of vintengwe and malungu may not be neces-
sary because the number of refining sites in the sur-

veyed areas is often less than the number of smelting
sites.  This may suggest that either two or more
malungu may have shared a kitengwe and smelters
may have refined their bloom elsewhere. Here we
support the latter because Malimbo 1 refining site
was found far from a smelting area and was close to
Malimbo 2 smithing site. This affirms the proposition
by Greig (1937:79) when he writes “miniature furnaces
may have been built near or in a village”.

Second, about 99% of refining materials are
flow or tape slags and the remaining 1% include cake

Table 5a: Tupa sites.
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slags, tuyéres, and fragmented walls. The flow slag
texture, which is greyish in color, is a result of how
vintengwe were constructed on the slope as Wise
(1958) and Brock (1963) have pointed out that the
blast furnaces (or vintengwe) were built on a sloping
side of the anthill and farther down the slope a large
hole was dug to allow the flow out. The cake slags,
which are also greyish in color, were part of the bloom
and accumulated at the bottom of the furnace during
the refining process. While smelting sites are com-
posed of still standing furnaces or walls, refining sites
lack this component. This is more or less similar to

what happened in an extensive survey of the
Kasungu Park where not one secondary furnace
(kintengwe) was identified, and hence Davison and
Mosley (1988:61) suggested that the  “interpretation
of post-primary stages of ironworking is particularly
difficult, since they have considerably less archaeo-
logical visibility than primary phase”. However, it is
important to note that vintengwe furnaces were not
meant to last. For example, among the Kaonde of
northern Rhodesia, the secondary furnaces were bro-
ken down after four hours (after refining, own trans-
lation) and a secondary lump of iron was collected

Table 5 b: Tupa sites.
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(Chaplin 1961:58). In addition, although the furnaces
are not there, we have refinery slags, which are not
only ubiquitous but also distinctive materials from
primary slags. Thus, we need to give due weight to
this second stage in the chaîne opératoire for tradi-
tional ironworking in this part of Africa.

Third, based on the type of materials encoun-
tered during field observation, refining slags are
clearly different from smelting sites. This is based on
aspects such as slag shape and texture, surface con-
dition, oxidation and color, presence or absence of
semi-reacted ore, furnaces and walls, and type of
tuyére (tuyére-mould slag). Noteworthy is the fact
that malungu technology employed slag tapping,
which looks similar to refinery slags. However, in or-
der to make a clear distinction in the field repeated
experience is required and the role of provenance is
an important factor.

Smithing sites on the other hand are quite dif-
ferent from the other types because they are made of
scale and droplet slags (Miller and Killick 2004), con-

glomerated slags, cake slags, hammers, anvils and
hearths, which are clearly different from the former
sites. Based on area measurements presented in the
previous section, smelting sites are relatively larger
than both refining sites. It may be logically correct to
suggest that the amount of remains at sites depends
on how much material was part and parcel of the
process, and hence the more raw materials at smelt-
ing areas, the more remains occur at smelting sites.

Conclusion

There are sites from the refining tradition in the
field and they are macroscopically different from
smelting sites. Although refining technology dates
between the 19th and 20th centuries AD (Davison and
Mosley 1988; Mapunda 1995b) and probably not prior
to the mid-second millennium AD (van der Merwe
1980: 491), there is no good reason to deny the exist-
ence of EIA malungu or vintengwe technology at
this stage because little is known about refining sites
and their slags. Because of that possibility, endeav-

Table 6:  Nantula River sites.
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ours to investigate the existence of this technology
in EIA or elsewhere in Africa should go in concert
with efforts to devise appropriate methods to iden-
tify refinery materials in the field and in the labora-
tory. This is important because these materials form
part of the archaeometallurgical record. Thus, ignor-
ing them on the basis of their young dates is
incomprehensive in the study of human culture, the
subject matter of archaeology, and it may foster lack
of clarity in the classification of iron slag in Africa.

I end by arguing that if we can accept the pres-
ence of this tradition in the field, then there is a fur-
ther need to study the material properties of refinery
slags macroscopically in the field and microscopi-
cally in laboratories with the view to define and set
out reference materials for smelting and smithing
slags in the future. Nevertheless, it is vital to note
that not all African traditional ironworking societies
practised refining technology as did some societies
in central and east Africa as described in this paper.
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